1 Introduction
==============

A routine question in epigenomic studies is how histone modifications and chromatin state differ among groups of samples. These can represent, for instance, distinct developmental, differentiation, or disease states. Several methods exist to process and interpret the raw signal from chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-Seq), typically by identifying regions of significant enrichment (peaks) ([@bty075-B3]) or learning a genome-wide chromatin state segmentation ([@bty075-B2]; [@bty075-B4]; [@bty075-B6]; [@bty075-B11]). Combining the output of these methods across samples is not straightforward, and various tools have been developed for differential analysis at the peak level ([@bty075-B1]; [@bty075-B5]; [@bty075-B8]), or for the joint analysis of samples to discover regions of change throughout the genome ([@bty075-B10]; [@bty075-B12]; [@bty075-B13]). However, answering the common question of whether a large chromatin state change occurs in a specific, predefined region of interest usually requires *ad hoc* downstream analyses to interrogate inferred peaks or chromatin state assignments across the region.

Here, we present a flexible strategy to identify chromatin state changes in genomic windows. Given a query region and epigenomic features in two biological conditions as input, chromswitch uses hierarchical clustering and external validity measures to predict a chromatin state switch.

2 Materials and methods
=======================

2.1 Input and pre-processing
----------------------------

Chromswitch takes as input: (i) a query region specified by its genomic coordinates and (ii) BED files storing epigenetic features previously inferred for each sample, such as ChIP-seq peak calls or chromatin state segmentations. For simplicity, we refer to these features as *peaks* in what follows, but the algorithm is applicable to any feature represented by genomic coordinates and some associated metrics. For example, peak calling tools typically output fold change and significance values for each peak. Chromswitch can filter peaks using user-defined thresholds on these metrics. Next, these metrics are normalized genome-wide on a per-sample basis: for a vector of genome-wide values for one metric, we rescale the central 99% of values to the range \[0, 1\] and bound lower and upper outliers to 0 and 1 respectively. This step accounts for some of the technical variation between samples (e.g. in ChIP-seq efficiency) and allows for comparison of metrics with different ranges.

2.2 Feature matrix construction
-------------------------------

Chromswitch then constructs a sample-by-feature matrix from the data to use as input for clustering, following one of two strategies ([Fig. 1a](#bty075-F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the *summary strategy*, the feature vector for each sample contains summary statistics compiled from all peaks present in the query region. These can include the mean, median and max of each metric, as well as the fraction of the region overlapped by peaks or their average number. In the *binary strategy*, in turn, a set of unique peaks is defined as the union of all peaks present in at least one sample, where peaks are collapsed if they have a reciprocal overlap above a user-specified minimum fraction. Peaks can also be merged if they are separated by less than a user-specified gap. The feature vector for each sample is, in this case, a binary vector encoding the presence or absence of each unique peak in that sample ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, see [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details).

![(**a**) Overview of the method. (**b**) ROC curve and AUROC for chromswitch applied to a benchmark dataset, comparing the two feature matrix construction strategies. Two types of input were tested: ChIP-seq peaks for H3K4me3, or ChromHMM assignments of the state 'active transcription'. (**c**) Mean expression (in reads per kilobase per million reads, RPKM) in tissues from the GTEx database, in genes containing candidate chromatin state switches detected using H3K4me3 peaks as input. N indicates number of candidate genes using a threshold on the consensus score of 0.75. (**d**) Mean log2 fold change of expression between GTEx brain and other tissues across candidate chromatin switches as a function of the threshold on the consensus score used for prediction](bty075f1){#bty075-F1}

2.3 Chromatin state switch calls
--------------------------------

Chromswitch then clusters samples using hierarchical clustering and selects the partition with the highest average Silhouette width, which measures cluster cohesion and separation ([@bty075-B9]). Inferred cluster assignments are then scored using a consensus (mean) of three external cluster validity indices designed to validate clustering solutions against ground-truth class labels: the Adjusted Rand Index, the Normalized Mutual Information and the V measure ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The consensus score can then be used to threshold or rank putative chromatin state switches (see [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3 Results
=========

To evaluate chromswitch, we first assembled a benchmark dataset comprising data for 7 brain and 16 other tissues from the NIH Roadmap Epigenomics Project ([@bty075-B7]). We included ChIP-seq peaks for the H3K4me3 mark (a histone modification associated with active transcription), DNase I hypersensitive sites (associated with open chromatin), RNA-seq (measuring expression, the functional consequence of chromatin changes) and chromatin state assignments by a ChromHMM model trained on 60 Roadmap epigenomes. We identified a set of 60 5kbp regions surrounding transcription start sites (TSS) of genes where a clear chromatin state switch between brain and other tissues was evident in a genome browser for all data types, and 60 control regions ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Area under the Receiver-Operating Characteristic curve (AUROC) calculation shows that chromswitch accurately classified these benchmark regions over a range of combinations of input data ([Fig. 1b](#bty075-F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Chromswitch preserved accuracy with small sample sizes (e.g. AUC = 0.95 for a dataset of 4 samples per condition, [Supplementary Fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and high class imbalance ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, the method is robust to changes in tuning parameters when constructing the feature matrix using the binary strategy (*gap* and minimum reciprocal overlap, [Supplementary Fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). An exploration of the effect of variations in window size, which determines the signal to noise ratio, is presented in [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Finally, chromswitch is applicable to the analysis of sparse marks covering broad domains, such as H3K27me3 (Supplementary Figs S6--S8).

We next evaluated chromswitch genome-wide, assessing whether it could identify chromatin switches that result in tissue-specific expression. Using as input either H3K4me3 peaks, DNase I hypersensitivity sites or ChromHMM assignments to the state 'active transcription', we applied chromswitch to 5 kbp windows surrounding all annotated TSS in the RefSeq annotation (see [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Genes for which chromswitch detected an active state in brain samples and a silent state otherwise were validated using gene expression data in corresponding tissues from the Genotype-Tissue Expression Project (GTEx). We found that brain-specific chromatin state changes detected by chromswitch were recapitulated at the expression level ([Fig. 1c](#bty075-F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figs S9, S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, the median fold change of expression across candidate switches increased as a function of the threshold score used for predictions ([Fig. 1d](#bty075-F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

4 Conclusion
============

Chromswitch equips users to detect spatial, temporal, or tissue-specific chromatin state changes in specific query regions. The tool is free from data-intensive training steps, suitable for histone marks with diverse profiles and applicable downstream of existing tools for chromatin analysis. The method is robust to small sample sizes and high class imbalance, common scenarios in functional genomics projects. Chromswitch is implemented as an R package, designed for modularity and ease of use to facilitate investigation into epigenetic regulation and its consequences.
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